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A theoretical description for the radial density profile of a finite number of identical charged particles
confined in a harmonic trap is developed for application over a wide range of Coulomb coupling �or, equiva-
lently, temperatures� and particle numbers. A simple mean-field approximation neglecting correlations yields a
density profile which is monotonically decreasing with radius for all temperatures, in contrast to molecular
dynamics simulations and experiments showing shell structure at lower temperatures. A more complete theo-
retical description including charge correlations is developed here by an extension of the hypernetted chain
approximation, developed for bulk fluids, to the confined charges. The results reproduce all of the qualitative
features observed in molecular dynamics simulations and experiments. These predictions are then tested quan-
titatively by comparison with benchmark Monte Carlo simulations. Quantitative accuracy of the theory is
obtained by correcting the hypernetted chain approximation with a representation for the associated bridge
functions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strong correlation effects in ensembles of charged par-
ticles are important in many fields of physics, including plas-
mas, the electron gas in solids, and electron-hole plasmas,
e.g., �1,2� and references therein. In recent years charged
particles spatially confined in trapping potentials have at-
tracted considerable interest. Examples are ultracold ions
�3,4�, dusty plasmas �5,6�, and electrons in quantum dots �7�.
Related studies of expanding neutral plasmas have been re-
ported as well �8,9�. Recently, the ground-state structure of
Coulomb crystals formed by classical charges in a harmonic
trap has been studied in detail via molecular dynamics �MD�
simulation for Coulomb interaction in �10,11� and for
Yukawa interaction in �6,12�. The same system is studied
here for its fluid phase at finite temperatures. For most ex-
perimental situations, e.g., in ultracold ions and dusty plas-
mas, finite temperature effects are expected. The objective
here is to provide a theoretical description for the structure of
this system over the full range of temperatures for the fluid
phase.

Among the primary properties of interest is the radial den-
sity profile of the particles in the trap. A theoretical descrip-
tion of the ground state has been obtained via an energy
minimization for both Coulomb and Yukawa systems without
correlations �13�, and with correlations in a local density
approximation �14�. Good agreement with simulations for
the spatial average density profile was obtained in this way,
but a more complete representation of correlations is re-
quired for the detailed spatial modulation �shells� expected at
all except the highest temperatures. This is confirmed by the
theoretical analysis developed here, following �15�. The
theory is parameterized by the number of particles in the
trap, N, and the plasma coupling constant, �, measuring the
strength of the Coulomb energy for a pair of charges in the
trap relative to the kinetic energy �defined below�. Alterna-
tively, the average kinetic energy relative to trap energy or to

Coulomb energy can be used to define a dimensionless tem-
perature T��1 /�. The range of values explored is 1�N
�300 and 0���40 �or 0.025�T����.

The primary results described here are: �1� an extension
of the hypernetted chain �HNC� approximation developed for
bulk fluids to systems with localized densities, within the
context of density-functional theory; �2� a confirmation that
mean-field theory �no correlations� predicts a structureless
monotonically decreasing radial profile approaching a step
function at T�=0; �3� a demonstration that HNC correlations
lead to a shell structure �local radial peaks� for strong cou-
pling ��10 �T��0.1�; �4� Monte Carlo simulations to test
this theory; and �5� a proposal for corrections to the HNC
that leads to predictions in good quantitative agreement with
the Monte Carlo simulations over the range of N ,� tested.

The qualitative features of the shell structure arising from
correlations are: the number of shells increases with N, with
shells appearing at special values of N; a sharpening of the
shells �more narrow, higher amplitude� with increasing �
�decreasing T��; and shell populations that grow monotoni-
cally with N but which are almost independent of ��T�� �as
observed in previous MD simulations �16,17��. The HNC
approximation provides agreement on all qualitative features
of the density profile, e.g., the location of the shells and
number of particles within the shells is well-described at all
coupling values. However, discrepancies with the Monte
Carlo simulations of the order of 20%–40% for the widths
and amplitudes of the shell structure are found. These dis-
crepancies are removed by including a representation of the
“bridge functions” neglected in the HNC approximation, re-
ferred to in the following as the adjusted HNC �AHNC�. The
AHNC theory has the simplicity of the HNC, depending only
on well-known correlations of the bulk one component
plasma, and shows excellent agreement with simulations.

This paper is organized as follows. First the Hamiltonian
for the system is defined and the density profile is formulated
in the Canonical ensemble. The relevant energy and length
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scales are introduced for a dimensionless representation in
terms of N and � �or T��. This is the form most appropriate
for Monte Carlo simulation. In Sec. III, the corresponding
formulation is given in the grand Canonical ensemble to al-
low exploitation of density-functional theory. A formally ex-
act representation for the density profile is obtained in the
Appendix in terms of correlations in a bulk one component
plasma �OCP�, together with a corresponding exact equation
for the OCP. The HNC approximation is defined in Sec. III
as the neglect of the “bridge functions” in these two sets of
equations. A further neglect of all correlations, the mean-
field approximation, is explored first over the whole tempera-
ture range for reference in Sec. IV. The effects of correlations
within the HNC approximation are illustrated in Sec. V. Se-
lected results are compared with those from Monte Carlo
simulations in Sec. VI, where the AHNC is defined and
shown to give the necessary corrections to HNC required for
quantitative agreement. Finally the results are summarized
and discussed in the last section.

In closing this introduction, it is worth emphasizing that
the interesting radial structures studied occur for strong
plasma coupling, ��10. Thus the system presents a good
example of a strongly coupled Coulomb system. For very
large � the shells become effectively systems of particles
uniformly distributed on the surfaces of spheres of specific
radii. At some point the rotational symmetry on these spheri-
cal surfaces is broken and these particles form spherical
Wigner crystals �6�. An adequate description of correlations
within density functional theory should provide both the
fluid phase considered here and the freezing transition. The
crystal phase is more subtle than in a bulk plasma since it
entails packing on a non-Euclidean surface, with necessary
disclinations depending on the value of N considered �related
to Thomson’s problem �18,19��.

The determination of the nonuniform density for charges
confined in a trap is similar to the complementary problem of
determining the enhanced density in an OCP with an impu-
rity ion of the opposite charge. In the latter case the density
profile of the bound states corresponds to that for the charges
in the trap. The formalism here extends to this case in a
natural way �15�. Both the structure and dynamics for this
problem have been studied in some detail recently �20�, and
will not be considered further here.

II. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

A system of N identical charges in a spherical container of
radius R is considered. An attractive central force is applied
at the origin. The Hamiltonian is

H = �
i=1

N �1

2
mvi

2 + V0�ri�� +
1

2 �
i�j=1

N

V�rij� + VW. �1�

Here ri and vi are the position and velocity of charge i. The
repulsive interaction potential between charges i and j is de-
noted by V�rij� where rij �	ri−r j	. The single particle poten-
tial V0�ri� represents the central “confinement” potential �re-
ferred to as the “trap” below� and VW is the wall potential
�zero inside the container and infinite otherwise�. The focus

here is on the average density of charges n�r� for the equi-
librium state, with spherical symmetry in the fluid phase. In
the classical Canonical ensemble this is defined by

n�r1� = N

 dr2 . . drNe−�V�r1,..,rN�


 dr1 . . drNe−�V�r1,..,rN�

. �2�

Attention will be focused on a harmonic trap and Coulomb
interactions among charges. The total potential energy in di-
mensionless form is given by

V��r1
�, . . ,rN

� � � �V�r1, . . ,rN�

= ��m�2r0
3

2q2 �
i=1

N

ri
�2 +

1

2 �
i�j=1

N
1

	ri
� − r j

�	� + VW
� .

�3�

Here, ri
�=ri /r0, and � is the Coulomb coupling constant �

=�q2 /r0. The usual choice for the length scale r0 is the ion
sphere radius, or mean distance between charges, given by
4	r0

3n̄ /3=1, where n̄ is the spatially averaged density for the
confined particles. This uniform density can be characterized
by the volume of a sphere inside of which the particles are
localized. This localization can be due to either the walls or
the trap alone, depending on conditions. Confinement by the
trap is determined by the condition that the net force on the
outermost charge at the surface of this sphere should be zero

Nq2

R0
2 = m�2R0, ⇒ R0

3 = N
q2

m�2 . �4�

This applies only if R0�R; otherwise the particles are con-
fined by the wall. In the case of interest here, R0�R and the
average density is therefore

n̄ �
3

4	R0
3
 drn�r� =

3m�2

4	q2 , r0
3 =

q2

m�2 . �5�

Note that the average density is independent of � and N,
although the profile n�r� depends strongly on both.

The dimensionless potential �3� is now

V��r1
�, . . ,rN

� � = ��1

2�
i=1

N

ri
�2 +

1

2 �
i�j=1

N
1

	ri
� − r j

�	� , �6�

and the dimensionless number density is

n��r1
�� � n�r1�r0

3 = N

 dr2

� . . drN
� e−V��r1

�,..,rN
� �


 dr1
� . . drN

� e−V��r1
�,..,rN

� �

. �7�

The parameters characterizing the profile in these units are �
and N. The coupling constant � can be interpreted as the
inverse temperature in units of the Coulomb energy q2 /r0
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T� �
kBT

m�2r0
2 = kBT

r0

q2 =
1

�
. �8�

The dimensionless density profile n��r�� can be calculated
numerically by direct Monte Carlo integration of Eq. �7� for
given � and N.

III. THEORY AND APPROXIMATIONS

For the theoretical analysis of the next sections, it is more
convenient to work in the grand Canonical ensemble

n�r1� = 
−1�
N=0

�
N

N!
� zr0

3

�3 �N
 dr2
� . . drN

� e−V��r1
�,..,rN

� �, �9�

with the normalization constant


 = �
N=0

�
1

N!
� zr0

3

�3 �N
 dr1
� . . drN

� e−V��r1
�,..,rN

� �. �10�

Here z=e��, � is the chemical potential, and �
= �h2� /2	m�1/2 is the thermal wavelength. This choice for
the ensemble allows application of methods from density
functional theory �21,22�. The relevant exact equations are
summarized in the Appendix. In particular, the density pro-
file n�r� is related to the excess free energy Fex�� 	n� ex-
pressed as a functional of that density

ln
n�r��3

z
= − �V0�r� −

�Fex��	n�
n�r�

. �11�

The excess free energy is a universal functional of the den-
sity such that each choice for the density corresponds to a
different applied external potential. The case of interest here
is the nonuniform density resulting from the harmonic trap,
�V0�r�→�r�2 /2. A different case is a uniform density, which
results from an applied potential of a uniform neutralizing
charge density. This latter case is the familiar one component
plasma �OCP� �23�. Both are described by Eq. �11� with the
same excess free-energy functional; only the external poten-
tial is different.

In the Appendix two exact representations for Fex�� 	n�
are given in terms of a uniform reference density. In the first
case V0�r�� is chosen to be the Coulomb interaction for an
ion placed at the origin, plus the uniform neutralizing back-
ground charge. The density in Eq. �11� then becomes the pair
distribution function gOCP

� �r�� in the OCP. The appropriate
reference density is its uniform value far from the ion, for
which Eq. �11� becomes �see Appendix�

ln gOCP
� �r�� = − �r�−1 +
 dr��gOCP

� �r��� − 1�

�cOCP�	r� − r��	;�� − �BOCP�r�	gOCP
� � ,

�12�

together with the Ornstein-Zernicke equation for the direct
correlation function cOCP

�gOCP
� �r�� − 1� = cOCP�r�� +
 dr��gOCP

� �r��� − 1�

�cOCP�	r� − r��	;�� . �13�

The function BOCP�r� 	gOCP
� � is referred to as the OCP

“bridge function” �23�.
A similar rearrangement of Eq. �11� is possible when V0 is

chosen to be a harmonic trap using a different representation
for Fex�� 	n�, to obtain an exact equation for the trap density
n�r�. In this case the relevant reference density far from the
trap center is zero. The analysis is outlined in the Appendix
and the resulting form for Eq. �11� is

ln
n�r��3

z
= − �

1

2
r�2 +
 dr��n��r���cOCP�	r� − r��	;��

− �B�r�	n�� . �14�

The second term is expressed in terms of the correlations for
the uniform OCP, cOCP�r� ;��, evaluated at the average trap
density n̄ of Eq. �5�. The function B�r� 	n�� differs from
BOCP�r� 	gOCP

� �, but by analogy will be referred to as the trap
bridge function. Equations �12�–�14� provide the formally
exact description from which approximations are formulated
for the trap density. Further details of their context are given
in the Appendix.

Correlations among charges occur in these expressions
through the bridge functions and cOCP. The simplest approxi-
mation is the “mean-field theory” resulting from the neglect
of all correlations, B→0, BOCP→0, and cOCP�r��→−�r�−1,
for which Eqs. �14� and �13� become

�−1 ln
n�r��3

z
= −

1

2
r�2 −
 dr��n��r���	r� − r��	−1, �15�

�−1�gMF
� �r�� − 1� = − r�−1 −
 dr��gMF

� �r��� − 1�	r� − r��	−1.

�16�

Equation �16� gives the Debye-Hückel result for a weakly
coupled OCP. The solution to Eq. �15� for the mean-field
description of the trap density is discussed below. This mean-
field equation was studied for Coulomb and Yukawa traps in
references �13,14� for the special case �−1=T�=0.

To account for correlations the HNC approximation is
used, which results from neglecting the bridge functions B
→0, BOCP→0 but retaining the effects of cOCP �which in
this approximation is denoted cHNC�

ln
n�r��3

z
= − �

1

2
r�2 +
 dr��n��r���cHNC�	r� − r��	;�� ,

�17�

ln gHNC
� �r�� = − �r�−1 +
 dr��gHNC

� �r��� − 1�

�cHNC�	r� − r��	;�� , �18�
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gHNC
� �r�� − 1 = cHNC�r�� +
 dr��gHNC

� �r��� − 1�

�cHNC�	r� − r��	;�� . �19�

Equations �18� and �19� are a closed set of equations to de-
termine gHNC

� and cHNC for the OCP, a well-studied problem
�23�. Equation �17� is an extension of the HNC to an ap-
proximation for the localized trap density. It is shown below
that the inclusion of correlations leads to qualitatively differ-
ent results for the density compared to results from the
mean-field theory.

To go beyond the HNC approximation requires some es-
timate of the bridge functions. This is a difficult problem in
general. For the OCP, effects of BOCP are important only at
very strong coupling. However, for the trap density the
bridge functions have a quantitative importance even at mod-
erate coupling. This is discussed in Sec. VI where a phenom-
enological estimate is explored and shown to remove the
observed discrepancies between HNC and Monte Carlo
simulation results. Further work in this direction is planned
for future studies.

In the following it is convenient to write the above equa-
tions using a representation for the density in terms of a
dimensionless effective potential U��r��, defined by

n��r�� � N̄
e−�U��r��

4	

0

R�

dr�r�2e−�U��r��

. �20�

Here the chemical potential � has been eliminated in favor

of the average number of particles N̄=�drn�r�. Substitution
of Eq. �20� into Eq. �14� gives the corresponding exact equa-
tion for U��r��

U��r�,�,N̄� =
1

2
r�2 + N̄


 dr��e−�U��r��,�,N̄�c̄�	r� − r��	,��


 dr��e−�U��r��,�,N̄�

+ B�r�	n�� , �21�

with the notation c̄�r� ,���−�c�r� ,��. The solution is pa-

rameterized by only two dimensionless constants, � and N̄.

IV. MEAN-FIELD THEORY

To develop a qualitative understanding of the dependence

of the profile on the parameters � and N̄ it is useful to ex-
plore this simple mean-field approximation in the dimension-
less variables of the last section. For high temperatures T�

=�−1�1 the mean-field limit of Eq. �21� gives

U��r�,�,N̄� →
1

2
�1 −

N̄

R�3�r�2 +
3N̄

2R�
, �22�

where an outer hard wall at R� has been restored. Conse-
quently the trap density becomes

n��r�,�,N̄� →
N̄e−��1−�N̄/R�3��r�2/2

4	

0

R�

dr�r�2e−��1−�N̄/R�3��r�2/2
. �23�

It is understood that r��R� and the density is zero otherwise.
For large R� Eq. �23� is just the expected Boltzmann factor
for uncorrelated particles in an external harmonic potential.
However, as the number of particles in the trap increases
their Coulomb repulsion competes with the confining trap
potential, enhancing the density toward the outer wall. For

N̄�R�3 the density increases toward the center of the trap,

while for N̄�R�3 it increases in the direction of the outer

wall. The density is uniform at the special value R�= N̄1/3

=R0
�, the point where the Coulomb repulsive force and attrac-

tive confinement force exactly balance.
At low temperatures T�=�−1�1, the result is

U��r�,�,N̄� → � 3N̄

2R0
� , r� � R0

�

1

2
r�2 +

N̄

r�
, r� � R0

�� . �24�

Consequently, the trap density in this limit is

n��r�� →
3N̄

4	R0
�3�1, r� � R0

�

e−��r�2/2+�N̄/r���, r� � R0
�� . �25�

The density is uniform up to R0
� which depends only on N̄,

and is exponentially small for larger r�; the density effec-
tively has a step profile.

More generally, Eq. �21� can be solved numerically for

the full range of � and N̄ �the angular integration can be
performed analytically�. The dependence of the density on �

in the mean-field limit is illustrated in Fig. 1�a� for N̄=100
and �=0.1, 1, 10, and 20. Also shown is the limiting step
function for �→�. The edge of the profile is the radius at
which the confinement force equals the total Coulomb force,

R0
�= N̄1/3. Although instructive as a reference, the low-

temperature behavior within the mean-field approximation is
relevant only for the average density, since charge correlation
effects become dominant for ��10, as shown in the next
section.
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Mean-field and �b� HNC results for

N̄=100 for various values of �. The mean-field Coulomb limit ��
→�� is also shown in a�.
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V. HNC APPROXIMATION

The density in the HNC approximation is given by Eqs.
�17�–�19�. The effective potential is determined from the
equation

U��r�,�,N̄� =
1

2
r�2 + N̄


 dr��e−�U��r��,�,N̄�c̄HNC�	r� − r��	,��


 dr��e−�U��r��,�,N̄�

,

�26�

The only difference from the mean-field form is the replace-
ment of the Coulomb interaction by the direct correlation
function c̄HNC. This is first calculated from the corresponding
HNC approximation for the OCP, Eqs. �18� and �19�, and the
results are illustrated in Fig. 2 for �=0.1, 1, 10, and 100. It is
seen that the Coulomb limit is recovered for all r� in the limit
�→0, and for any � at sufficiently large r�.

With c̄HNC known, Eq. �26� can be solved to determine the
trap density. Figure 1�b� shows the results for the same con-
ditions as in Fig. 1�a�, illustrating the effects of correlations
relative to the mean-field results. The monotonic decrease
with r� is now replaced by the appearance of structure
�“shells”� for �=10 and 20. The latter two curves also sug-
gest that the location of the shells is insensitive to the value
of �. Figure 3 illustrates the formation and filling of the first
three shells, giving the number of particles in each shell �de-

fined as the number between two spheres at successive radial

minima� as a function of N̄ for �=10, 20, and 40. The initial
dependence is linear as only a single outer shell is populated.
However, after formation of the second shell the dependence
is more complex as additional particles can go into either
shell. Remarkably, this process of filling is almost indepen-
dent of � �in agreement with experiment and simulations
�16,17��.

VI. COMPARISON TO MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

To assess the quality of predictions based on the HNC
approximation some benchmark Monte Carlo simulations
have been performed for comparison. For moderate cou-
pling, �=1, correlations are important �see Fig. 2, for ex-
ample� but shell structure does not appear. Figure 4 shows

the comparison with Monte Carlo results for �=1, and N̄

=10, 100, and 1000. Not shown are results for N̄�10 where
the agreement is poor even at weak coupling. The first con-
clusion is that the HNC approximation is accurate at weak to

moderate coupling, ��1 and N̄�10.
The formation of shell structure at larger values of � is

tested in Fig. 5 for �=20, N̄=25, and 100, and in Fig. 6 for

�=40, N̄=300. It is seen that the formation and location of
the peaks is very well described, but systematically their
widths are too large and amplitudes too small by as much as
20–40%. Nevertheless, the particle number in the shells is
quite accurate, as shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Shell population for two-shell conditions.
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VII. ADJUSTED HNC

The HNC approximation provides a surprisingly good
representation of correlation effects on the density profile of
strongly coupled charges in a trap: formation, population,
location, and number of shells. Its primary limitation is the
significant discrepancy in the amplitudes and widths of the
shells. This is due to neglect of important contributions from
the bridge functions B�r 	n� and BOCP�r 	n� in Eqs. �12� and
�14� at strong coupling. This problem was addressed some
time ago for the OCP by Ng �24�, who observed that the
peaks of the HNC pair distribution function gOCP

� �r�� appear
at the correct position but with incorrect amplitudes and
widths. This is clearly analogous to the current errors of the
trap density. Ng corrected the HNC by an estimate of the
OCP bridge function in the form

BOCP�r	n� → ����V0�r��, V0�r�� =
1

r�
, �27�

where ���� is a chosen function to interpolate between
��0�=0 and some constant value ����. The advantage of the
chosen form is that when inserted in Eq. �12� the form of the
HNC approximation is recovered, but with a renormalized
coupling constant ��= �1+������

ln gOCP
� �r�� = − ��r�−1 +
 dr���gOCP

� �r��� − 1�

�cOCP�	r� − r��	;��� . �28�

Note that cOCP�	r�−r��	 ;��� also becomes a function of the
renormalized coupling constant since it inherits that depen-
dence only from gOCP

� �r�� via the Ornstein-Zernicke Eq. �13�.
Ng found that the Monte Carlo data for gOCP

� �r�� could be fit
within two percent with the choice ����=0.6. Alternatively,
Eq. �27� can be viewed as a representation of the OCP bridge
function determined from Eq. �13� using gOCP

� �r�� from
Monte Carlo as input.

It is plausible to use this same scheme for the trap bridge
function B�r 	n� as well

B�r	n� → ����V0�r��, V0�r�� =
1

2
r�2, �29�

with the same choice for ����. Accordingly, Eq. �14� gives
the HNC form for the trap density

ln
n�r��3

z
= − ��

1

2
r�2 +
 dr��n��r���cOCP�	r� − r��	;��� .

�30�

This is the same as the HNC approximation of Sec. V, except
with the bridge function corrected value ��. Based on the
results of Ng, the same value of ����=0.6 for the strong
coupling conditions is used here. Equations �28� and �30�
will be referred to as the AHNC approximation. Figure 7
shows a revised comparison for the conditions of Fig. 5, but
now with the AHNC calculated with ��=1.6�; see also Fig.
6. Most of the discrepancies are seen to be removed by this
AHNC approximation. It describes accurately the complexi-
ties of the trap density over a range of � ,N including strong
coupling, with the structural simplicity of the HNC approxi-
mation and only OCP correlations as input. Its domain of
applicability and limitations will be explored in more detail
elsewhere. It is somewhat remarkable that the simple forms
�27� and �29� for the bridge functions work so well. This
success should motivate future work to address the theoreti-
cal basis for such practical approximations to the bridge
functions.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The objective here has been the development and explo-
ration of a theoretical framework for analysis of the density
profile of charges in a harmonic trap. Previous extensive
work on this problem has focused on experimental and simu-
lation studies of the low-temperature crystal structure �and
its melting� for Coulomb, Yukawa, and Lennard-Jones inter-
actions. Here the complementary theoretical study starting
from the high-temperature fluid phase has been described,
showing the evolution of shell structure at lower tempera-
tures due to correlations. A first-order representation of cor-
relations in the HNC approximation is shown to capture the
radial structural features of the density profile. Particularly
remarkable is the formation of “blurred” shells for moderate
coupling at the magic numbers that is the same as that for the
ground state.

The analysis above provides justification for a simple and
practical description within the fluid phase for charged par-
ticle confinement, the AHNC approximation. Future direc-
tions for extending the theory include a formulation of local
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thermodynamics for confined systems, and an exploration of
the fluid to crystal transition as an example of an order—
disorder phase transition in a finite system. For practical pur-
poses �e.g., applications to dusty plasmas�, its extension to
more realistic potentials such as the Yukawa form should be
straightforward, and the theory will provide a means to ex-
plore how shell formation, location, and structure depends on
potential. Extensions to include quantum effects for laser
cooled ions or electrons in quantum dots are under consider-
ation.
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APPENDIX: REPRESENTATIONS FROM DENSITY
FUNCTIONAL THEORY

Consider a given system in an external potential. For sim-
plicity only the case of spherically symmetric central poten-
tials are considered. Two classes of external potential are
identified. In the first class, the potential goes to zero or a
constant at large r, resulting in an average density that be-
comes uniform at large distances. This is the usual case of
localized perturbations in a bulk fluid. The second class is
potentials that become unbounded for large r, so that the
resulting average density is localized in some region about
the origin. This is the case of interest here for charges in a
trap. In the following, different exact representations of the
inhomogeneous density appropriate for each of these cases
are given.

The approach is based on the formal structure of density-
functional theory �21,22�. To review briefly the relevant
equations, the grand potential is defined first by

����	� − V0� = − ln 
 = − ln�
N=0

�
1

N!
� zr0

3

�3 �N

�
 dr1
�, . . . ,drN

� e−V��r1�,. . .,rN
� �,

�A1�

where 
 is the grand partition function of Eq. �10�. The
notation makes explicit the functional dependence of � on
the external potential V0. The density is obtained from the
functional derivative of �

n�r� =
�

V0�r�
. �A2�

The roles of n�r� and V0�r� can be exchanged by the Leg-
endre transformation

F��	n� � ���	� − V0� +
 dr�� − V0�r��n�r� , �A3�

F��	n�
n�r�

= � − V0�r� . �A4�

The functional F�� 	n� is the free energy expressed as a uni-
versal functional of the density. Equations �A2� and �A4�
make explicit the fact that the density is a functional of the
applied potential and vice versa. The functional F�� 	n� is
universal in the sense that each choice for V0 corresponds to
evaluation of this functional at a corresponding specific den-
sity field. Equation �A4� will be applied here as an exact
equation for the density in terms of the chosen V0.

The free energy can be divided into an “ideal gas” form
F0�� 	n�, �its form in the absence of interactions among the
particles�, plus the “excess free energy” due to interactions,
Fex�� 	n�

F��	n� = F0��	n� + Fex��	n� . �A5�

The first term can be calculated directly so that Eq. �A4�
takes the more practical form of Eq. �11�

ln
n�r��3

z
= − �V0�r� −

�Fex��	n�
n�r�

. �A6�

A further decomposition of Fex is useful for the introduction
of approximations. The central idea is to exploit knowledge
of correlations in uniform systems to characterize the non-
uniform density profile due to V0. First, note the identity for
any functional X�g� of the function g�r�

X�g� − X�gr� = 

0

1

d���X��g + �1 − ��gr�

= 

0

1

d�
 �dr
X�g�
g�r�

�
�g+�1−��gr

�g�r� − gr�r�� ,

�A7�

where gr�r� is an arbitrary reference function. Application of
this identity twice to the excess free energy Fex gives

Fex��	n� = Fex��	nr� −
 dr�−1c�1��r	nr��n�r� − nr�

− 

0

1

d�

0

�

d��
 drdr��−1c�2�

��r,r�	��n + �1 − ���nr��n�r� − nr��n�r�� − nr� .

�A8�

Here nr is an arbitrary reference density, and the direct cor-
relation functions have been introduced by the definitions

c�m��r1,r2 . . rm	n� � − �
mFex��	n�

n�r1�n�r2� . . n�rm�
.

�A9�

For external potentials V0 that vanish for large r there is a
natural reference density n̄ corresponding to the uniform sys-
tem at distances far from the perturbation. Then Eq. �A2�
becomes
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Fex��	n� = Fex��	n̄� − 

0

1

d��1 − �� �
 drdr�

��−1c�2��r,r�	��n + �1 − ���n̄�

��n�r� − n̄��n�r�� − n̄� . �A10�

Here the second term of Eq. �A8� vanishes by requiring that

n̄V= N̄, the average total particle number. Again applying Eq.
�A7� to express c�2��r ,r� 	��n+ �1−���n̄� in terms of the uni-
form density gives

Fex��	n� = Fex��	n̄� −
1

2

 drdr��−1c�2��	r − r�		n̄�

��n�r� − n̄��n�r�� − n̄� − 

0

1

d�

��1 − ��

0

�

d��
 drdr�dr��n�r� − n̄�

��n�r�� − n̄��n�r�� − n̄�

�c�3��r,r�,r�	��n + �1 − ���n̄� �A11�

Next, consider external potentials that become unbounded
for large r so that the density vanishes at large distances. In
this case the appropriate choice for the reference density in
Eq. �A8� is nr=0, giving

Fex��	n� = 

0

1

d��1 − ��
 drdr�n�r�n�r���−1c�2��r,r�	�n� ,

�A12�

The first two terms on the right side of Eq. �A8� vanish at
zero density, and the first � integral has been performed. The
integration domains are now controlled by the density, which

restricts them to the bounded domain. In this domain, it is
reasonable to identify an appropriate uniform reference den-
sity n̄ and to express c�2��r ,r� 	�n� in terms of this uniform
density by a further application of Eq. �A7�

c�2��r,r�	�n� = c�2��r,r�	n̄� + 

0

1

dx�xc
�2��r,r�	x�n + �1 − x�n̄�

= c�2��r,r�	n̄� + 

0

1

dx
 dr���n�r�� − n̄�

�c�3��r,r�,r�	x�n + �1 − x�n̄� . �A13�

Then the excess free energy becomes

Fex��	n� = −
1

2

 drdr�n�r�n�r���−1c�2��	r − r�		n̄�

− 

0

1

d��1 − ��

0

1

dx
 dr��−1

�c�3��r,r�,r�	x�n + �1 − x�n̄���n�r�� − n̄�� ,

�A14�

Equations �A11� and �A14� are both formally exact and
equivalent, but each is formulated so that the leading terms
are reasonable approximations for different classes of exter-
nal potentials. Use of Eq. �A11� in Eq. �A6� leads to the form
�12� of the text; use of Eq. �A14� in Eq. �A6� leads to the
form �14�. The Ornstein-Zernicke Eq. �13� is an identity that
follows from the definition of c�2� in Eq. �A9�. The last terms
of Eqs. �A11� and �A14� give rise to what is referred to as
bridge functions in the text, and provide the formal defini-
tions for each.

The above is quite general. For the case of interest here, a
system of charges, the uniform density case corresponds to
the one component plasma.
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